. Attempts to produce negative polarized beams of heavier particles have resulted in the Los Alamos source for tritium ions [3] and the Heidelberg source for alkali ions [4, 5] is subject of the present paper. An interesting aspect of polarized alkali beams is the large nuclear deformation of 7Li and 23Na which seems to be of great interest in heavy ion physics [6] . method [7] . It is based on the hyperfine splitting of the alkali atom with J = 1 /2 and nuclear spin I = 1 for 6Li and I = 3/2 for 7Li and 23Na (see Fig. 2 (Fig. 2) .
Nuclear polarization is achieved by a system of . high frequency transitions [7, 8] . figure 3 . Hf power of a few watts is fed in from a power signal source [9] tunable in the range 0.2 to 3.0 GHz. The frequency is set to maximum output of the monitor loop (Fig. 3) , i.e. maximum strength of the hf field. The transition is then adjusted by tuning the static field.
The function of the hf transitions is controlled by a second 6-pole magnet behind the ionizer (see Fig. 1 [12] . In figure 5 the polarization of the accelerated beam is shown as function of the ionizer heating voltage. Although the ions stick to the surface for times of the order 1 to 100 ms [13] (Table I) with fluctuating electric field gradients of the surface [14] . [7] which serves as spin precessor. Li3+ target currents are typically 50 to 100 and up to 150 nA.
First attempts to produce a polarized beam of 23Na ions have resulted in 100 nA negative ions of 46 keV and an accelerated beam of 70 nA 23Na7+ and 48 MeV energy. The (7 +)-state was chosen because this one is expected to have the weakest hyperfine interaction among the charge states available at an EN-tandem.
The polarization measurements will be done similar to the 7Li calibration (see below). The [8] , is about 95 % of the maximum value and of excellent stability. The flexibility of the hf transition system satisfies very well the experimental requirements.
The production of the 7Li beam available only since half a year, causes some complications due to the increased number of hfs states and the temperature dependent depolarization at the ionizer surface.
The present system of one weak field transition and two 6 strong field transitions delivers up to 35 % of the maximum polarization. Substantial improvement could be achieved by using x transitions [16] .
The amount of residual 23Na polarization, which has not yet been measured, will probably give some new insight in hyperfine interaction processes at the ionizer surface and in a highly stripped ion. Furthermore a polarized 2 3Nâ beam would enable experiments width aligned deformed projectiles regarded as real heavy ions.
